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0. Inlroduction
Bilingual children are knom to be able to separate their two lzmguages

from very early on (Meisel 1990, Genesee, Nicoladis & Paradis 1995, among
many others). Nevertheless, acquiring two languages simultaneously is not the
same as acquiring just one language. Several recent studies have shown that
there are specific areas in emerging grammars which are vulnerable and
sensitive to cross-linguistic influence (e.g. Gawlitzek-Maiwald & Ttacy 1996,
Müller & Hulk 2001). These studies are almost exclusively based on
longitudinal, production data arrd mainly examine word order phenomena,
verbal inflection and subjecVobject omissions. The present study is different in
two v/ays: (i) it has the fo¡mat of an éxperimental study and (ii) it looks at a
phenomenon which is not very frequent in production dafa.. 'beøucoup at ø
distance.

In French fhe q,tNriifier beaucoup can appear in the specifier position of a
nominal expression, as illustrated in (1). It can also appear in another position
('at a distance'), but it still has to be related to the corresponding noun, as
illustrated in 12).

(1) Pierre à lu beaucoutt
Pie¡¡e has read many
"Pier¡e has read many books."

(2) Pierre a beaucoup lu
Pier¡e has many read
"Piene has read many books."

tle livres.
of books

de livres.
of books

The latter conótruction, called 'quantification at a distance' (henceforth:
QAD), has been studìed in particular by Obenauer (1983 , 1984/5).Ir is subject
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not only to syntactic resûictions, but also to various semantic conditions, \\ hich
will be briefly discussed in section 1. Here, we will be mainly concemed rvith
one slmtactic restriction: beaucoup'at a dista¡ce' diffe¡s f¡om other floating
quantifiers such as foøs or chacun, in that it can only quantiff over the object
(cf. (2)), not over the subject, as illustrated in the following examples:

(3) a. Beaucoup de garçons o t acheté ce liwe.
"Many boys have bought this book."

b. +De(s) garçons ont beaucoup qcheté ce liwe.
boys have many bought this book

c. Tous les garçons ont acheté ce lívre.
all the boys have bought this book

d. Les gørçons ont tous acheté ce livre.
the boys have all bought this book

The fust question to be addressed here is: do children know this? in other
words when presented with sentences containing beaucoup'at a distance', do
they relate beaucoup only to the object and not to the subject? The second
question is: do bilingual children differ from monolingual children in this
respect, and if they do, in what way? In order to arswer these questions, we use
a computer-run grammaticality judgement test developed for monolingual
French children by Labelle & Valois (to appear). Our subjects are
French,Dutch bilingual children in the same age-range as the monolingual
children studied by Labelle & Valots.

The article is organized as follows: hrst we briefly discuss the distribution
ard s].rìtax of beøucoup and compare it to the syntax of its Dutch equivalent
veel. Secondly, we present our view on bilingual first language acquisition and
make some predictions for the acquisition of the phenomenon considered here.
In the third section, we present the procedure and the material of the
(monolingual) expe nent and rve discr.rss its results. In the fourth section, we
present the bilingual experinent ard its results, and in the discussion section
we compare the results of the bilingual experiment with the ones flom the
monolingual experiment, retuming to tlìe two main questions raised in the
introduction. Finally, we sumuarize the n'ìair'ì findings in the conclusion.

1. The syntox of'besucoup' trd its Dutch equivalent 'veel'
As illustrated in the examples (l) ancl (2) above, beaucoup can appeax not

only in pre-nominal position, bì,tt îlso '¿ìt a distance', in a position between the
auxiliary and the past participle. Obenauer (1984/85) proposes that beaucoup
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'at a distance' is base generated in SpecVP and binds a variable within the DP-
object inside \?. If this DP is a plural count noun, a multiple event
interpretation is imposed; if it is a mass noun, .a single event interpretation is
also possible. Singular.count nouns are out. These semantic restrictions do not
hold for the non-QAD construction wherc beaucoup appears in pre-nominal
position.

Beøucoup may also appear in a pre-verbal position of a \? which does not
contain an empty variable inside an object DP. In that case, it has a pure
adverbial, intensifying interpretâ1ion, as illustrated in:

(4) a. ll a beaucoup dormi.
' he has a lot slept

b. Jean a beaucoup rencontrë Mar¡e.
John has a lot met Mariç

According to Doetjes (1995, 1997) the \aP must then have a cumulatìve
reference, i.e. it must have either a mass (:durative) or an iterated
interpretation, depending on the (semantic) natue of the predicate. She
xtalyse5 beøucoup as a degree-quâ¡tiher, which can be adjoined to any
projection.' The Dutch quartifier yeel is also anaþzed as a scalar degree
quantifier by Doetjes. It can appear in pre-nominal position, as in (5a) and 'at a
distance' as in (5b) and (5c), but in the lattet case it car only have an adverbial
interpretation. Conûaxy to beaugoup, it cannot be related to an empty variable
inside an object DP with a QAD interpretation (5d):-

heeft gßteren veel
has yesterday many
heeft dit boek veel
has this book a lot
heeft yeel geslapen.
has â lot slept

heeft )!gg!t gisteren [e¡ boeken] gelezen.
has many yesterday books read

' Degree q¡a¡tifiers have to saûÌate atr open scala¡ q-position inside the projection they adjoin
to. accordi¡g lo Doetjes.
2 Veel can also be tsed as a quaDtificatioDal proroun, mea¡Ìing 'many things'. In that case, it
also appea$ in the position between the finite veú and the past participle, Dutch being atr OV-
lariguage, as illustrated in (i):

(i) De kinde¡eû hebben veel gekregen 'the kids hâve a lot rcceived'

(s) a. Hij
he

b. Hij
He

c. Hij
he

d.*Hu
he

boeken gelezen.
books read
gelezen.
read
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Although a lot more ca¡ be said about the syntax and semantics of
beaucoup artd yeel, we will not do that here. For our purpose, it suffices to
larow that both veel and beaucoup can appear not only in a pre-nominal
position (cl (1),(5a)), but also in a position between the auxiliary and the past
participle, where they can get ar 'adverbial' interpretation, quantifying over the
event expressed by the predicate (under cefain semantic condition$ (ct ( a),
(4b), (5b), (5c)).' \{hen in the 'adverbial' position only beaucoup, not yeel car'
also be related tolquantiôz over the object DP, if this DP contains ar
appropriate empty position and meets cefiain semartic conditions. ln other
words, the so-called QAD-construction is possible in French (2), but not in
Dutch (sd).

2. Bilinguøl Jìrst languoge øcquisition
Following the general line in studies on bilingual first language acquisition

today, we assume that, in acquiring two languages fiom birth, bilingual
children separate their two language systems from very early on, possibly from
the two word stage onwards. This does not, however, exclude the possible
influence of one language on the other, in all domains of grammar. In work
wìth Müller (Hulk & Müller 2000, Mülle¡ & Hulk 2001) we investigated
whether for a given lalguage the grammatical representation that is used in
sentence production is altered by the pr€sence of another grammar within the
same child. Such effects could be taken as evidence for multilingual syntactic
representations tåat are different from the monolingual s,'ntactic
representations of each single language. It is conceivable that the grammar of
language A allows ungrammatical structures if such structures are grammatical
in language B and vice versa. This would be comparable to what has been
called "transfer" in (adult) second language leaming and it would imply that
the grammars of the bilingual children would be qualitatively different ftom
the ones ofthe monolingual children.

No such type of crossJinguistic influence is found in the production data of
the bilingual children studied by Hulk & Múller, Howeve¡, they did hnd
another tlpe of cross-linguistic influence, which they qualified as
"quantitative": in bilingual children, certain structues that are possible ìn both
languages, were prefered/ptoduced more often or for a longer period than in
monolingual children. This type of influence is also known from the literature
and is ca11ed "interlingual economy" by Muysken (2000) or "bilingual
bootshapping" by Gawlitzek-Maiwald & Tracy (1996). With respecr ro bilin-

r We assume without dßcussìon lhat they arc bas€-gene¡ated in these positions.
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gual first language acquisition, Müller & Hulk (2000) argue for the existence
of crossJinguistic influence induced by the mapping of universal principles
ontô language specihc principles, in particular, pragmatic onto syntactic
principles. In this view, cross-linguistic influence may occur once a syntactic
construction in language A allows for more than one grammatical analysis
ffom the perspective of the child's grammar and language B contains positive
evidence for one of these possible analyses. The bilingual child, then, is not
able to map the universal shategies onto the language specihc rules as quickly
as the monolingual child is, since s/he is confronted with a much wider range
of languag€ specific s)¡ntactic possibilities. To the child one of these
possibilities seems to be compatible with a universal shategy to vr'hich s/he
therefore tends to stick a bit longer.

In this article, we examine the acquisition of a phenomenon, beaucoup 'at a
distance', which involves both syntactic and semantic-pragmatic principles, as
we saw above. We showed that it allows for more than one (syntactic) analysis
in French, the QAD anaþsis and the adverbial one. Moreover, the distribution
of the quantifier reel in Dutch, the other language of the bilingual child¡en we
studied, provides positive evidence for one ofthese analyses, the adverbiâl one.
Below, we will argue that the adverbiâl corresponds to the initial, universal
strategy that all children use when starting to acquire quartihers.
Consequently, we predict that cross-linguistic influence in the above-
mentioned sense, should be possible in our children, ftom Dutch onto French,
resulting ìn a delay of the QAD analysis for beaucoup 'at a distance'.
However, all the earlier work was based on longitudinal production data and
the present study investigates cross-sectional interpretation data. We will try to
hnd out in the next sections whether cross-linguistic influence will manifest
itself in the same way in these data

3. The monolinguøl experiment by Labelle & Valois
3.1 Methodology

Labelle & Valois were interested to find out whether French children know
Ihat beaucoup'at a distance' can quantify only over the object, but not over the
subject.4 They lested 42 Canadian French, monolingual children aged from
3;01 to 6;03 and 2l francophone adults as a control group. They designed a
computer-run grammaticalìty judgement test, featuring the extra-terrestúâl
Bubu who is learning French, but who still makes occasional mistakes. Bubu
looks at a picture and utters a sentence which describes the event depicted in

" Tbey also tested the childrcn's knowledge ofcrdc¿l}? as a floating quantifier.
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the pictüe. The picture on the screen matches the sentence. The child has to hit
a key with a smiling face, if Bubu "said it dght" or a key rvith a frowning face,
ìf Bubu "said it \,r,lrong". In the latter case, Bubu replies "Oops, I made a
mistake! How would you say it?". The child's answer is tape-recorded.

The material consisted of five sets of senlences: (i) three grammatìcal
sentences of the type (6) wilh beaucoup in a QAD position quantifying over
the object (labeled åOg). Since beaucoup requires a plural (count) DP, the
presence in these sentences of a singulu subject and a plural (count) object
ensures that quantihcation over the object is the only option.
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(9) ø. + Lac la grenouille saute dans .

"Lake the lrog jumps in."
b. Les éléphants attrqpent un ballon.

"The elephants catch a ball."

3.2 Results
Table 1 represents the acceptance scores of each of the five sentence q4)es.

The monolingual children consistently accepted the simple grammatical
sentences (sg) and the grammatical sentences wilh beaucoup in its pre-nominal
position (bg), and they rejected the simples ungrammatical ones (sø).

Table 1: Monolingualbeatcolp. Acceptance rate by condition qnd age in
percentqges (takenfrom Lqbelle & Valoß).
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sg

(6) Un crocodile a bequcoup
A crocodile has many

cueilli d.e Jleurs.
picked flowers.

bos

(ii) three ungrammatical sentences oftype (7a), labeled åSa, wrth beøucoup
in a QAD position, having the intended meaning of (7b). Quantihcation over
the object and adverbial interpretation is excluded in th€se sentences because
the object is a singular noun and the verb/predicate does not allow the
adverbial, intensifying interpretation. The subject being a plural (count) noun,
the children could choose (incorrectly) lo make beaucoup quantiô' over the
subject:5

(7) a. xLes enfants ont beaucoup construit un ch1tuøu de sable. bSa
the children have a lot/ many built a sandcastle."

b. Beaucoup d'enfonts ont co struit un chô.teau cle sable.
many children have built a sandcastle

(iii) two grammatical sentences of the type (8), labeled bg, with beaucoup in its
canonical, non-QAD, pre-nominal position:

(8) Une grosse grenouille tient beaucoup cle poupées entre ses pattes. bg
"A big frog holds many dolls in his hands."

In order to ensure that the task was clearly understood by the children, two
sets of simple sentences were included: (iv) five ungrammatical sentences
labeled sø, and (v) five grammatical sentences, labeled sg as illustrated in (9):

5 Labelle & Valois choose to use a definite DP as subject (les enfants in (7a)) mstead of a
tIe+NP Ql'enfants as remnant ol beaucoup d'efiféûts) 5eca]use DP,s of the type 11¿ Np a¡e
ùng¡aûmatical in subJect position. They tlìought it was quite possible that the chìl&en would
recognize the ungmmmaticali.ty of de NP rn subject position iDdependeatly of beaucoup.

The ungrammaticâl sentence t)?e bSø, where beaucoup 'at a distance' was
meânt to quantiry over the subject, was rejected by all adults. In the children
we see a clear development: the three-year-olds, incorrectly, accepted them at
the rate of 78o/o, the five and six year olds correctly rejected two-third of the
sentences.

Regarding beaucoup 'at a distance' quantifying over the object (bOg), we
see that all the children accepted them at a very high rate (around 80%).
Surprisingly, the adult controls tended to reject them. Labelle & Valois offer no
real explanation for this difference.6 We could speculate that it could be the
case that the adults, who, probably, are well aware ofthe semantic condition on
QAD-sentences that imposes a multiple event interpretation (see section 1),
hesitate to accept the bOg sentence, since it does not match the picture on the
screen which depicts just one situation, not a series of events. Children may not

6 The (monolingual) experimert was desigried by Labelle & Valois in such a way as to exclude
testing of the semantic conditions. Therefore, no predictioûs/h]?otheses were fo¡mulated as for
the knowledge of such conditiotrs by the chil&enladults. How€ver, as we will see below, the
results of the (bilingual) experiment sùggest that the (lack of) semantic knowledge may
nevertheless have Dlaved a role and should be taken into account in firhre rcsearch.

bs bOc

Age 4

Age 6
Adults

6 100 93:
t9 87 ',78

48271
3 100 89
21 100 42

7E
59
36
33
10

,7

5

10
0
5

89
97
96
93
93
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. The child completed the test;

. The child understood the procedure of the test (s)he did not give only
positive or only negative answers;

. and the child did not consistently reject/accept sentences for reasons
which have nothing to do with the (un)grammaticality, as showing fiom
his/her oral commentaries.'

Using these criteria, we rctained 22 bihngu'al chilclren in the lollowing age
ranges: /wo year olds (n: 1) Joyce (2;8); three year olds (n: 1) Martijn (3;9);
four year olds (n:.4) Louis (4;2) - Layla (4;8) - Zerfa (4;9) - Floris (4;10); lve
year olds (n = 4) Laurence (5;2) - Jules (5;6) - Marie (5;7) - Jules (5;11); s¿¡
year olds (n : 9) Thomas (6;1) - Rémi (6;2) - Louise (6;2) - Sacha (6 3) -
Camille (6;5) -Romain (6;6) - Adèle (6;7) - Antoine (6;7) - Lola (6;8); and
serez year olds (n = 3) Keshia (7;2) - ScaÌlett (7;5) - Gontran (7;5).

The children were tested eithe¡ at school, or at the meeting of the "Pols des
Riens" group or at their home. Everlhing they said during the experiment was
tape-recorded.

4.2 Results
In the graph and the table below we did not include the results of the age

group "two years" and the age group "three years", since they both contained
only one child. However, we will briefly mention them in the discussion
section below.

The acceptance rates for each of the hve sentence sets are presented in
'Table 2 (100:acceptance; 0: rejection), in exactly the same way as in Table 1

above for the results of the monolingual children tested by Labelle & Valois.
Note that these scores represent the acceptance of the test sentences, not the
correct scores. In the case of grammatical sentences (types sg, åg and åOg) the
acceptance corresponds to a corect answer, for ungrammatical sentences
(types sa and å,9a) the acceptarce coresponds to a¡ incorect answer.

The simple grammatical sentences, tlpe sg, (cf. (9b) above) and the
grammatical sentences wil}' beøucoup in its pre-nominal position, type åg (cf.
(8) above) were accepted by almost all the children. The simple ungrammatical
sentences, tlpe sø (cf. (9a) above) were rejected more often than accepted by
all the children, although there is a development: the four and five year olds
(incorrectly) accepted them more often than the six and seven year olds.

3 For example, they reject sertences such as (i) saying "pigs never eat âpples":
(i) Les cochons ont beaucoup margé depommes.

the pigs have a lot/many eaten apples

yelbe aware ofthe sema¡tic condition of multi-eventivity and therefore accept
the åOg sentences as matching the one-situation-depicting pictures on the
scfeen.

Labelle & Valois, also suggest that children may initially lack the
knowledge of this semantic condition, in relation to the results of their three_
year-olds. They observe that these children accept all sentences with a
quantifier between the auxilia¡y and the verb, whether the quantification is
meant to be oyer the subject or over the object. They state that this may suggesl
that th¡ee year old children have a non-adult like understanding oi the
semantics of sentences with beøucoup, an understanding of the same q,pe as
that mentioned in the literature for sentences such as (10) with universal
quantif,ers such as every. Preschool, monolingual children have been shown to
intryret every as applying to all DP's in the clause, requiring that the event
involve all the boys and all the ponies present in the context:

( l0) Every boy isridìngapony.

Roeper & de Villie¡s (1991) call this phenomenon ,quaatifier spreading' and
interpret it as reflecting an adverbial analysis of every. philip (1995) proposes
that this 'quartifier spreading' is due to the lact that children intÀrpret
sentences such as (10) as involving event quantification. Further research is
necessary to f,rnd out what children know about the semantics of sentences with
quantilrers such as beaucoup. We now tum to the bilingual experiment

4. The bilingaal experiment
4.1 Mcthodologlt

We used the computer run grarìmaticality judgement task of Labelle &
Valois with exactly the same set of test sentences and procedure (see above).
We tested 43 bilingual F¡ench,Dutch children aged 2;08 to 7;05.1 Of these wè
had to exclude a rathet large number. The criteria used to retain a child were
the following:¡ The child is indeed bilingual French/Dutch, i.e. (s)he speaks and

understands both French and Dutch and does not speak a third
language;

' They we¡s (i) the children of members of a grcup called Les pols ¿¿r Rielß consßb¡Ê of
parents of French,/Dutch bilingual chrldren in the region of Hoofddoç, the Netherlands, ivho
meet regularly o¡ Satüday momi¡gs to organize activities for their children, and (ii) puprls of
the French eleme¡tary school in Amsterdam and ofthe French Lycee in the Éague. For each of
the children a qùestionnaiÉ aboùt lhe language background at home was filled in.
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Table 2. Bilingual beatcolp. Acceptance rate by condition ønd age in
percentøges.
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4
4
9
3

Figre 1: Bilinguøl bea]oconp. Acceptønce røte by conditíon oncl age in
percentqges.

In the following table, we present the results in a slightly different way. We
only include the sentence types bOg and bSa since these are the most important
for our study; we give both the absolute numbers and the percentages. Just as
in the graphs, for the sentence type bOg, âcceptance equals ,.corect answer,',
whereas for the sentence type áSa, acceptance equals "incorrect answer',.

Table 3: Bílinguol childt e : dccepÍo ce rule b)l
condition bOg & hSo b.t'oge: N= 20

Regarding the grammatical åOg sentences wherc be(tucoup 'at a rlistance'
quantifies over lhe object DP (cf. (6) above), we see that this sentence tlpe rs
accepted from an early age onwards: 800/o of the four year olds accept these
sentenòes; at age seven all the chilùen accept this sentence t,?e. As for the
ungrammatical åJa sentences (cf. (7a) above), where beaucoup 'at a distance'
is meant to quantiÛ over the subject, we see that these show a more complex
pattem. The four-year-old children correctly reject only 17% of these
sentences. The five and six year olds are clearly doing better: they correctly
reject about 45% of this sentence tlpe. The seven-year-olds reject only 33%'

In the next section we v¿ill try to interpret these results and see in what way
they âns',ver the questions raised in the intrôduction.

5. Discussion
5.1 Subj ect/o bj ect asymmetry

Let us now come back to the first question laised in the introduction: do
these bilingual chiklren know thar beaucoup 'at a distance' can only quantiff
over the object ard not over the subject?

When we look at the tesults, plesented in the preceding section, we see

that the sentences where bequcoup quantiflres ovel the object (rpe bog) are
accepted ât a very high rate (80%) from age 4 onwards. We could take this to
indicate that the bilingual children apparently know that beaucoup at a
clistance can qÙLarÍifo over the object. However, when we look at the youngest
chìldren considered here, age 4, they do not only accept 80Vo of lhe bOg
sentences, but also 83% of the (ungrammatical) åSc senletces whete beaucoup
is meant to (incorrectly) quanti! over the subject ln other words, they do not
(yet) distinguish quantihcation over the subject from quantifrcation over the
object and we camot assume that they know that beaucoup 'at a distance' can
quantify over the object. Moreover, '"ve cannot conclude either that they
incorrectly think that beaucoup can quantiry over the subject, when we see

that, at age 4, they accept about 80% ofthe ungrammatical òSr¿ t)?e sentences.
The percentages do not tell us whether they are trying to make beaucoup
quantify over either the object or the subject.

What this suggests, is, that, at age 4, they accept and know thzt beaucoup
can âppear at q dßtance, in a position between the auxiliary and the past
participle, given that they accept 80% of the sentences (bog and bSa) whete
beaucoup appean in that position.

Interestingly, this is also the position where beøucoup would appear in its
adverbial use, as illustrated in (11):

bosbg
Age 4
Age 5

Age Õ

Age 7
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100
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(ll) J'ai beaucoup marchi
I have a lot walked

The two year old child (age 2;8) and the th¡ee year oÌd chìld (age 3;9) that
were tested, but not included in graph I and tabte 1 of the preceding sectron,
1ls9 ?Tepted the same percentages of åOg type and of å,Sø type sentences,
67%.'This is lower tha¡ the percentage accepted by the four yeaiolds for both
sentence types, 80%. The five year olds are the first to make a diiference
between the two types of sentences, accepting the åOg sentences at g9yo, fhe
bSa ones al 54o/o.ta

In order to examine whether, with respect to age 3 through 6, the children
do not distinguish between quantification over the object frãm quantification
over the subject (bSa:bOg), we analyzed their results by mearx of Fisher,s
Exact Test. Consider the following table:

Tzble 4: Contingency analysis ofacceptqbility by cond¡t¡on bSa qnd bOs
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the acceptance of the bOg type and flte åSa type sentences, fiom age 5 onwards
and at age 6 in a significant way.

Interestingly, the comments made by some of the chilùen (of all ages)
when conflonted with pictures meant to suggest that beaucoup quantifies over
the subject, show that thêy igûore this suggestion and try to relate beaucoup to
the object in these sentences. These comments were made when they correctly
rejected the å,Sa sentences, but âlso ',vhen they incorrectly accepted them. Out
ofthe 24 (correct) rejecting responses, 11 times a child made the comment that
the sentence',vas rltrong because there was only one object! For example, when
seeing a picture with many pigs ard many apples, only one ofwhich was bitten
into and hearing Bubu say (12), they gave the comments in (13).

(12) Les cochons ont
The pigs have

beaucoup croquë une pomme.
many/ a lot bil into an apple

Condition åSa

(i 3) Sacha (7;3): Beaucoup: j'en vois pas plus mais il (l') a bien dit quand
même.
many: I of it see not more but he it has well said after all

Keshia (7;2): [-INE pomme??
Floris (4;10): l-rNE Pomme??

"ONE apple."
Adèle(6:7.): Beaucoup croqtê une pomme?

many/ a lot bitten into one aPPÌe
Keshia (7;2): Beaucoup, c' estbien beaucoup?

many/a lot, it is indeed a lot/many
Louis (4;2): D'r is d'r maar une gemangée, une!

"There is only one eaten, one."
Marie (5;7): Beaucoup çaYeùldire ils ont mangé toutes les pommes.

"Many/a lot that wjll say they have eaten all the apples':.
Antoine (6;7): Les cochons ils ont mangé UNE pomme, il dit qu'ils

ont mangé beaucoup de pommes.
"The pigs have eaten ONE apple, he says they have
eaten many apples.''

These comments show that the children worry about the properties of the
object, not of the subject. It suggests that the children do not consider relating
beaucoup lo the subject, but try to relate jl to the object, even 

"vhen 
the object

âpparently does not have the rjght properties, i.e. it is not a plural count noun.
Moreover, this suggests that the children do not have to acquire lhaf beaucoup

Age 5

-- : probabihty of the statistic model is wrong (negative value of;rr)
! : p-value is signifrcant

The results in Table 4 reveal per condition that the age groups differ
significarrtly fiom each other in acceptanc e of beaucoup quantifling olrer the
object 

-v/hereas age 3 differ signihcantly from age 4 in rejecting-beaucoup
quantifying over the subject. Moreover, this test, not presenied in- the figurã,
shows that the children distinguish significantly conditiàn å Sø from bOg it age
six (Fischer exact,p (left)= .0025).

The developmental picture that is emerging nov/ is the following: the
children first acquire that beøucoup can appear at a clistance, in the preverbal
(adverbial) position, and only when they have acquired lhat syntactic propeÍy,
they begin to be aware of other properties, resulting in making a difference rn

: Th: lvo-ye¿Fold cnju accepred å,t¿r tOO o/o ard b)g 67%; the rhÌee_y€ar_old child accepted
bSa 33"/o anð, bOp 67%..
r0 We like to thank Ton GoemaD for his help with statistics.

Age 3 Age 4 4 Age 5 Age 6
.02'15 | .0007!
.0078 ! .0002!- .0002!
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'at a distance' ca¡not quantiry over the subject. Onca they have acquired that
beøucoup can appear qt q distance" in the (adverbial) position between the
auxiliary and the past paxticiple, the next step in the acquisition process is not
distinguishing quantification over the subject from quantification over the
object, but is acquiring that it is required that (the predicate and) the object
have certain (semantic) properties.

Interestingly, Ll English le¿mers in Dekydtspottq et al. (1998) have
obtained exactly the same finding in the case ofJ-2 acquisitiot of beaucoup ,at
a distance.' These authors were explicitly interested in finding out about the
acquisition of the event-sensitivity of the French eAD-construction. Their
starting point was that there is no way for the lea¡ner to detemine on the basis
of experience alone that QAD is not a simple permutation of non-eAD anaL
they hypothesized that it is the syntactic structure of QAD that determines its
interpretation. Their results showed that, indeed, "the ability to coÍectly
interpret QAD sentences is dependent on the ability to allow (adverbial)
beaucoup in preverbal position". This is exactly what we saw in the bilingual
children above: they had to acquire the (slmtactic) possibility for beaucoup to
appear in preverbal position, before they started to acquire the other (more
semantic) properties of the QAD-constructton.

5.2 CrossJinguistic influence
Let us no\¡/ consider the second question raised in the introduction: do

bilingual children differ ftom monolingual child¡en in the acquisition of
beaucoup'at a distance', and if they do, in what way? We will compare the 4,
5 a¡d 6 year olds, since these age groups were represented in both the
monolingual and the bilingual experjment.

Globally speaking, we can say that the development ofthe monolingual and
the bilingual children is very similar. As for the grammatical åOg sentences
where beøucoup is quanti$ring over the object, both the bilingual arìd the
monolingual children accept them ât a similar rate of around 80% at all three
ages. As for the ungrammatical åJa sentences where bequcoup is meanr rc
quantify (incorrectly) over the subject, we see in the graphs ofthe preceding
section that the decrease of the acceptaace seems to show a similar patrem n
the bilingual and the monolingual children. However, when we look in more
detail, we see that there is a difference between the two groups ofchildren. The
monolingual children reject the ungrammaical bSa sentences at a hisher ¡ate at
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ar earlier age than the bilingual children. FuÍher, at age 6, the bilingual
children still accept more (52%) olthe ungrammatical å,Sa sentences than the
monolingual chilclren at That age (33Yo). In o¡der to examine whether the
monolingual and bilingual children differ signifrcantly fiom each other with
respect to the condition bSa, we analyzed their results by means of a logistic
regression test (nominal level). This test reveals signiñcant results for the
children aged four. More precisely, it sho',vs that the bilingual group aged [4-5]
(descending from 83% to 54%) differs significartly ftom the monolingual
group aged [4-5] (descendìng 59% to 36%).

Similar differences arise when w€ consider the question of at which age the
children distinguish the correct bOg hom the incorrect åSa sentences:
monolingual children make the distinction between the correct bog sentences
(80% accepted) ard the incorrect åJø sentences (60% accepted) at age 4,
whereas the bilingual children do not yet distinguish these two types ât age 4,
accepting them both at 80%.''? It is only at age 5, that the bilingual children start
making the difference between the two t)?es of sentences (bOg 98% and, bSa
54%), significantly doing so at age six (bOg 91To and bSø 52%o, see above).

The answer to the question raised above is, yes: the bilingual children diffe¡
Íìom the monolingual children in that they show a similar development but at a
slower pace. This finding corresponds to what hâs been found in longitudinal,
production studies compar:ing the acquisition of (other) syntactic phenomena
by monolingual and bilingual children (see references above).

The next question to be asked is whether this delay can be due to cross-
linguistic influence ftom Dutch, the other language of these bilingual children.
In the longitudinal studies cited, Hulk & Müller argue that such cross-linguistic
influence can be expected in particular (i) in the case of phenomena involving
the interface between syntax afld pragmatics/sema¡tics and (ii) when the two
(adult) languages (seemingþ overlap, making the bilingual child hold on to
the most economic arlalysis, which (in her/his ears) works in both languages.
Beaucoup 'at a distance' clearly is a phenomenon involving the interface
between slaltax (a special position) ard semantics/pragmatics (the eventivity
constraint). Moreover, the Dutch adverbial quantifrer veel, although it camot
qua¡tify 'at a distarce' over the object, does appear in the same slmtactic
position as the French beaucoup (at a clistunce and in its adverbial use), in
between the finite verb and the past paficiple, where it quantifies over the
event expressed by the predicate:

''? According to Labelle & Valois (cl Table 1) a statisticâl analysis shows that thetu resìrlts âre
significant (at p < 0.0001) for age (F--20.444) and condition (F-176.75), and age*condition
interaction lF=6.297).

" Doet¡es (1997) cites catlercole (1985, 1986) and states that yoùnger chilahen don,t yet take
iDto accornt different semantic s[r¡ctures for mass noù¡s and coùnt nolms. They prefer court
nouns,
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neel regL gestqpen.
q beaucoup dormi.
has a lot slept

OÐ a. Hij
b. It

he

Above we have suggested that the first step in the acquisition of beaucoup
'at a distance' is the acquisition of its ability to appeã in a preverbal
(adverbial) position. Let us assume that for the acquisition of the Dutch
qaanfifter veel also, its adverbial use is the first to be acquired, before its pre-
nominal use.'' It could ther very well be the case that a bilingual DutchÆrench
child stays a bit longer in such an early stage of "adverbial use" of the French
beaucoup than a monolingual child, because such use would be very
economical, sewing in both Dutch and French. In that sense, the slight delay in
the development of these bilingual children in comparison to monolingual
French children, might be due to the (indirect) influence of their second
language, Dutch. We then predict that such a delay would not manifest itselfin
the French of bilingual children whose other language does not allow the
"adverbial use" of the equivalent of the pre-nominal beaucoup, s]u.ch as
English, for example.'o Further resea¡ch will have to be done to veri4¡ these
prediclions.

6. Conclusion
In this article, we experimentally examined the acquisítion of beaucoup 'al

a distance' (the so-called QAD-constr-uction) by bilingual French./Dutch
children between the ages 2;8 and 7;5- We reduplicated a computer-run
grammaticality judgement test car¡ied out on monolingual French children by
Labelle & Valois (to appear). The two main questions vr'e aimed to answer
were: (i) do these children know that beaucoup'at a distarce' can quantify

rr Although we know of no ¡esearch on the âcquisition of veel, adverbial use before pre-
noÍ¡iral ùse has been reported for other qììantifiers in Dutch child lânguage (Hollebrandse
2002).
'' It might actually be dìe case, as pointed out to us by an anonymous reviewer, ihat in a ce¡tain
perspective, ihe ext¡a evide¡ce ftom Dutch helps the bilingual in acquiring the adverbial use of
beaucoup, aíd consequently, since this syntactic propeÍy is a pre-requisite for the acquisition
of the French QAD-construction, also in acqui¡ing the QAD-consh'uctron. In that peßpective,
we woùld expect the delay in the ac$risilion of lhe lrench QAD-conshuction for
French/English bilingual childreû to be bigger than fot the Frencl/Dutch chililren, because
contrary to Dutch, English does not allow the equivalent ofbeaucoup to appear ìD an adverbial
position. The French/English bilinguals then might stick longer to the pre-romi¡al use in both
of their languages, delaying the adverbral use, a¡d consequently the QAD, in theù French.
Fu¡ther reseârch will have to tell us more aboÌrt these and other language pairs.
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over the object, but not over the subject? and (ii) do these bilingual children
differ in their judgements ftom the monolingual children tested by Labelle &
Valois? Our results show that the acquisition pattem of the bilingual children
was the same as that of the monolingual children. The only difference we
found wâs that the bilingual children showed a slight delay ',vith respect to the
monolingual children. We suggested that this delay can be explained by the
cross-linguistic influence of Dutch, their other language, in the way proposed
by Hulk & Müller in earlier work.

Moreover, our results sho',v that the youngest children (up till age 5) do not
make a difference betvr'een the sentence t)æes bOg and bSa, accepting them
both at the same, high, rate. The same holds for the 3-year-olds in the
monolingual experiment. We took this to suggest that the fi¡st question raised
by us, and by Labelle & Valois, was actually not the right question to ask. The
chilclren do not seem to consider quantification over the subject at all. They
first acquire that beaucoup can appe 'at a distance', in the (adverbial)
preverbal position - this accounts for their acceptance of lhe bOg and bSa type
sentences at a similff (increasing) rate. Only when they accept this s),ntactic
property at 80% do they start ',vorrying about the other characteristic of the
QAD-construction, involving syntactic and semantic propedies of the object.
That is when they stad distinguishing the bOg and the åSø t¡.pe sentences and
giving comments about the oddness of the test-sentences. They never showed
vr'anting to relate beaucoup to the subject. Interestingly, a similar pattem was
found in the L2 acquisition of the QAD-construction by Dekydtspotter et al.
Further research is necessary to find out how exactly both monolingual and
bilingual children acquire the more semantic propefües of the QAD-
construction, involving notions such as multi-eventivìty and the distinction
between count and mass noLrns.
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1. Introduction
In this paper I address the issue of the differences between L1 and L2

acquisition in terms of the initial state (i.e. 'here') and ultimate attainment (i.e.
'there'). The main focus of the discussion will be the role of linguistic triggers
in language acquisition. Gìven that linguìstic triggers constitute a substartive
construct of the leamability theory put forward by the generative enterprise, it
follows that they will occupy a central role in any attempt to account for the
differences and similarities between L1 (native) and L2 (non-native) language
acquisition.

Markedness, access to UG, parameter-setting and more recently features
have been central to the acquisition literature in general but especially to the L2
acquisition literature within the generative hadition. Triggers, ald linguistic
triggers specifrcally, were always there even if they were not given that name.
A linguistic analysis may or may not be formulated within an explicit
leamability perspective, but if it is a proposal about the I-grammar (the
grammar that results from the interaction between the principles and
parameters of Universal Gramma¡ and the linguistic environment), we believe
that it has to define the units that mav be intemreted or reformulated as

' I would like to thank the orgadzing committ€e and Y. Roberge and A. T. Pérez-Leroux for
inviting me to participate as a keynote speaker. The data discussed in ihe various sections of
ihis paper were elicrted as part of the following rcsea¡ch projects "The specific natüe of non-
native grammaß and the principles and pmamete¡s theory" (SSHRC tf4l0-96-0326) aÛd
"Bilingualism as a fl¡st language: linguistic tleory and the issue of code-switching and
lanBrage dominance" (Research Fund, Facully of Arts, U. of Oltawa, January 2002),
Femández' research project "Estudio teó co y práctico de la prodùcciór liûgüística de gemelos
bilingües inglés/español" (Consejería de Educación y Ciencia, JuDta de Castilla y Leó4 Spaìn,
#UV30/02) and Femández, Liceras & Spradlin's (2000-2005) jojnt reserrch project "La teoria
lingüística y el análisis de los sist€mas bilingües: Estudios longitudinal de la adquisición
simultánea del inglés y del español" (Comisión Inteministerìal de Ciencia y Tecnologia,
University of Valladolid, and Deparhnetrt of Modem LangÌ¡ages, U. ofottawa).

SPAIITSH I,I/I,2 CROSSROÀDS -
CAN WE GET 'THERE' FROM 'HERE'?


